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Fax: 0121 359 7784

Waterproof Camouflage Forest Print
Available Colours:

Forest

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

KBT9756 (U-16)
Forest
150 cm
£7.99/mtr

Description:
If your going to be hiding in the woods for a significant amount of time, you need a camo fabric that will
successfully disguise you and protect you from the elements, this is it. The weather proof quality means it
will protect you even in a torrential downpour and create shading to cool down in if its too hot. New to our
camouflage range, this tough waterproof fabric is ideal for outdoor activities. Made from a tough 100%
polyester weave, the fabric is very taut with no stretch at all. The back of the Camo fabric is covered in a
layer of completely watertight PU. This fabric is designed to withstand extreme weather condition from
freezing winds to heatwaves.
The camouflage print uses typical dark green and brown shades, but with a splatter like design very
similar to the official Flecktarn camouflage but slightly smaller in repetition. The pattern would definitely
work in forests if you needed to camouflage yourself or items such as tents, cars and cycles. Wildlife
photographers and bird watchers utilise this fabric for hides and disguising their equipment. If your going
to be hiding in the woods for a significant amount of time , you need a camo fabric that will successfully
disguise you and protect you from the elements, this is it. The weather proof quality means it will protect
you even in a torrential downpour.

For fashion, camo fabric does the opposite of what it was designed for, it stands out. Camo patterns or
DPM as they are officially known , are used for men's and women's fashion garments all over the globe.
Urban street wear,casual wear, sports wear to going out on the town wear. This addition to our camo
collection would fit more functional uses like jackets, backpacks and laptop bags.

Waterproof
DPM pattern
100% polyester
Forest pattern
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